Nanoporous diopside modulates biocompatibility, degradability and osteogenesis of bioactive scaffolds of gliadin-based composites for new bone formation

Introduction: It is predicted that with increased life expectancy in the whole world, there will be a greater demand for synthetic biomedical materials to repair or regenerate lost, injured or diseased tissues. Natural polymers, as biomedical materials, have been widely applied in the field of regenerative medicine.

Materials and methods: By incorporation of nanoporous diopside bioglass (nDPB) into gliadin (GL) matrix, macro-nanoporous scaffolds of nDPB/GL composites (DGC) were fabricated by method of solution compressing and particles leaching.

Results: The results revealed that the DGC scaffolds possessed well-interconnected macropores of 200–500 μm and nanopores of 4 nm, and the porosity and degradability of DGC scaffolds remarkably increased with the increase in nDPB content. In addition, in vitro cell experiments revealed that the adhesion and growth of MC3T3-E1 cells on DGC scaffolds were significantly promoted, which depended on nDPB content. Moreover, the results of histological evaluations confirmed that the osteogenic properties and degradability of DGC scaffolds in vivo significantly improved, which were nDPB content dependent. Furthermore, the results of immunohistochemical analysis demonstrated that, with the increase in nDPB content, the type I collagen expression in DGC scaffolds in vivo obviously enhanced, indicating excellent osteogenesis.

Discussion and conclusion: The results demonstrated that the DGC scaffolds containing 30 wt% nDPB (30nDGC) exhibited good biocompatibility and new bone formation ability, which might have a great potential for applications in bone regeneration.
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Introduction

It is predicted that with increased life expectancy in the whole world, there will be a greater demand for synthetic biomedical materials to repair or regenerate lost, injured or diseased tissues. Natural polymers (eg, collagen, chitosan, starch and cellulose), as biomedical materials, have been widely applied in the field of regenerative medicine. As one kind of natural polymer, plant proteins (eg, zein, soy protein and wheat protein [WP]) have gradually attracted more and more attention for biomedical applications, or diseased tissues.

Natural polymers, as biomedical materials, have been widely applied in the field of regenerative medicine.
and soy protein have been made into films or electrospun nanofiber scaffolds for biomedical applications.\(^6\)\(^7\)

Over the past few years, WPs have been considered for application in regenerative medicine.\(^6\)\(^7\) WP (eg, gliadins [GLs] and glutenins) subunits are linked together by disulfide and hydrogen bonds between cysteine residues to form very large polymers. In addition, the types of amino acid in WP are relatively abundant (eg, glutamate, glycine, proline and serine), which are similar to those of collagen in natural bone.\(^8\)

GL has been utilized for industrial applications such as fibers and films.\(^9\) Recently, studies have demonstrated that GL was suitable for biomedical applications, for example, GL films were made into soft capsules and chewable gums for controlled drug release.\(^10\)\(^11\) Furthermore, GL nanoparticles have been studied for controlled release of hydrophobic and amphiphilic drugs.\(^12\) Although the GL has good biocompatibility and biodegradability, as a biomaterial for bone tissue repair, the bioactivity of GL needs to be improved to make it practically usable for bone regeneration.\(^13\)

Nanoporous materials have been widely applied as biomaterials for drug loading and releasing, regenerative medicine, etc owing to the unique characteristics including their uniform and tunable pore size distribution, high pore volume and large specific surface area.\(^14\) Compared with the nonporous bioactive glass, the nanoporous bioactive glass possesses higher bioactivity due to its high pore volume and large surface area, thus could accelerate the deposition kinetics of apatite minimization, thereby improving the bioactivity and biocompatibility of the materials.\(^15\) Therefore, as a new class of bioactive material, the nanoporous bioactive glass has a great potential for bone regeneration applications.

Nanocomposite scaffolds containing polymers and nanoporous bioceramic (such as hydroxyapatite, bioglass and calcium phosphate) have been shown to have a great potential in regenerative medicine due to their ability to mimic the structural properties of bone tissues of human beings.\(^16\) Development of ideal nanocomposite scaffolds for bone regeneration has revealed the performances of polymer based nanocomposites, which can tailor the desired bioactivity and degradability of the nanocomposite scaffolds with superior biological properties.\(^17\) Moreover, the incorporation of nano-bioactive materials in the polymers offers the required features (biocompatibility and osteoconductivity) that could improve cell adhesion, proliferation and differentiation as well as new bone tissue ingrowth into the scaffolds to ultimately repair bone defects.\(^18\)

The diopside bioceramic has been proven to be biocompatible and bioactive, which has the ability to stimulate the proliferation and osteogenic differentiation of osteoblasts and bone marrow mesenchymal stem cells and promote osteogenesis in vivo.\(^19\) Therefore, in this study, the nanoporous diopside bioglass (nDPB) was fabricated, and macro-nanoporous scaffolds of nDPB/GL composites (DGCs) were developed by incorporation of nDPB into GL matrix. The nDPB possessed improved bioactivity and degradability due to its nanopore, high pore volume and large surface area compared with the nonporous bioactivity materials (eg, bio-glass). The influences of nDPB content on biocompatibility, degradability and osteogenic properties of the DGC scaffolds both in vitro and in vivo were investigated.

Materials and methods

Synthesis and characterization of nDPB

The nDPB was synthesized by sol–gel method. Briefly, polyethylene oxide–polypropylene oxide–polyethylene (P123) (4.1 g, molecular weight = 5,800 Da; Sigma-Aldrich Co., St Louis, MO, USA) was dissolved in HCl solution (150 mL, 2 M; Sinopharm Chemical Reagent Co., Ltd., Shanghai, China) with stirring at room temperature for 12 hours. Then, Ca(NO\(_3\))\(_2\)⋅4H\(_2\)O (4.83 g; Sinopharm Chemical Reagent Co., Ltd.), Mg(NO\(_3\))\(_2\)⋅6H\(_2\)O (5.25 g; Sinopharm Chemical Reagent Co., Ltd.) and tetraethyl orthosilicate (TEOS, 8.5 mL; Shanghai Lingfeng Chemical Reagent Co., Ltd., Shanghai, China) were dissolved in the aforementioned solution under continuous stirring for 5 hours. The resulting sol-type mixture was placed in an oven for 48 hours at 85°C and then filtrated and washed by deionized water and ethanol for three times, respectively. The collected product was air-dried at 80°C and calcined at 550°C for 6 hours to obtain nDPB powders. The nDPB was characterized by transmission electron microscopy (TEM, JEM-2100; JEOL, Tokyo, Japan) and scanning electron microscopy (SEM, S-4800; Hitachi Ltd., Tokyo, Japan) combined with energy-dispersive spectrometry (EDS). The nitrogen adsorption–desorption isotherms of nDPB were performed by Tristar II 3020 (Micromeritics, Norcross, GA, USA), the pore size distribution was determined by Barrett–Joyner–Halenda (BJH) and the specific surface area was calculated by Brunauer–Emmet–Teller (BET).

Preparation and characterization of DGC scaffolds

GL (50 kD) was purchased from Tokyo Chemical Industry Co., Ltd., Tokyo, Japan. (TCI), and DGC scaffolds with 0 wt%, 15 wt% and 30 wt% nDPB (GL, 15nDGC and 30nDGC) were prepared by a compression method. The weighted GL powders were first dissolved in ethanol solution (analytical reagent, 100%; Shanghai Titan Scientific...
Co., Ltd, Shanghai, China), and then nDPB powders with specific weight ratio of GL (0 wt%, 15 wt% and 30 wt%) were added to the abovementioned solution under continuous stirring to obtain the DGCs. Afterwards, the NaCl particles (NaCl/composites = 1:10, weight/weight [w/w]) were added and sufficiently mixed with composites by using a mortar for 1 hour, and the resulting homogeneous mixture (nDPB/GL/NaCl) was obtained. Then, the samples with different sizes (e.g., $\Phi 12 \times 2 \text{ mm}$ for in vitro tests and $\Phi 6 \times 6 \text{ mm}$ for in vivo tests) were prepared by compressing mixture into designed stainless molds under the pressure of 4 MPa. Subsequently, the samples were collected and immersed in deionized water for 24 hours to remove the NaCl, followed by drying at 60°C to get the DGC scaffolds. The scaffolds were characterized by SEM and Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy (Thermo Nicolet 6700; Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA). The porosities of the scaffolds (GL, 15nDGC and 30nDGC) were determined by mercury intrusion porosimetry (PoreMaster 60 GT; Quantachrome Instruments, Boynton Beach, FL, USA), which corresponded to a pore diameter range between 3.6 nm and 950 μm.

Degradability, changes in pH and ion concentrations of scaffolds in phosphate-buffered saline (PBS)

The degradability of the scaffolds was determined by evaluating the weight loss ratio of the scaffolds after soaking into PBS solution for different time periods. The samples ($\Phi 12 \times 2 \text{ mm}$) were placed in separate polypropylene vials and incubated in PBS solution (pH = 7.4) at 37°C for 12 weeks. The solution volume/sample weight ratio was 20 mL/g. PBS solution was changed once a week. The samples were taken out at different time points (1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 7, 8, 10 and 12 weeks) from the solution and dried at 40°C in an oven. The percentage of weight loss of the samples was determined as follows:

$$\text{Weight loss} \% = \frac{W_i - W_t}{W_i} \times 100$$

where $W_i$ and $W_t$ represent the initial weight of the samples and the weight of samples after immersion in PBS solution for different time periods, respectively.

The changes in pH of solution after soaking the scaffolds into PBS for different time periods were monitored by using a pH meter (FE20; Mettler Toledo, Columbus, OH, USA). The concentrations of Ca, Mg and Si ions in PBS solution after soaking 30nDGC scaffolds into PBS for different time periods were detected by inductively coupled plasma atomic emission spectroscopy (ICP-AES; Optima 3000DV; PerkinElmer Inc., Waltham, MA, USA). All experiments were performed in triplicate.

Cell culture

Mouse embryo osteoblast precursor cells (MC3T3-E1; American Type Culture Collection, Manassas, VA, USA) were cultured in 100 mm$^2$ culture dishes ingrown in Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle’s Medium (Thermo Fisher Scientific) supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum (FBS; Altas Biologicals, Dae Myung Science Co., Ltd., Seoul, Korea) and 100 U/mL penicillin and 100 μg/mL streptomycin sulfate (Pen-Strep; Thermo Fisher Scientific). Cultures were incubated at 37°C in a humidified atmosphere of 95% air and 5% CO$_2$. The culture medium was refreshed every 2 days till 85% of cell confluence, and then the cells were detached by trypsin (0.25%)–EDTA (0.03%) (Thermo Fisher Scientific). The resulting cells were cultured with culture medium in petri dishes. The fourth to sixth passage cells were used for experiments.

Attachment of cells

The samples of GL, 15nDGC and 30nDGC scaffolds ($\Phi 12 \times 2 \text{ mm}$) sterilized by immersing in 100% ethanol for 1 hour and then ultraviolet (UV) radiated for 1 hour were placed in a 24-well plate. The cells were seeded on the scaffolds at a density of $2 \times 10^4$ cells/well and incubated for different time periods. After coculture for 6, 12 and 24 hours, the specimens were placed into new 24-well plates, 0.1 mL of the 3-(4,5-dimethylthiazol-2-yl)-2,5-diphenyltetrazolium bromide (MTT) solution (0.5 mg/mL) was added, and then samples were incubated at 37°C. After incubation, 50 μL dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO; Sinopharm Chemical Reagent Co., Ltd.) was added per well to dissolve the purple formazan and mixed thoroughly by pipetting; the solution was then incubated at 37°C for 10 minutes. The optical density (OD) was measured at 490 nm using an automated plate reader (Synergy HT Multi-Detection Microplate, BioTek Instruments, Inc., Winooski, VT, USA). The results ($n = 3$) were expressed as OD and converted into percentage; the cell attachment ratio ($L_n$) was calculated by the following equation:

$$L_n = \frac{S_n}{J_n} \times \frac{S_p}{S_s} \times 100\%$$

where $S_n$ is the OD value of the attached cells on scaffolds, $J_n$ is the OD value of the cells on 24-well plates, $S_s$ is the...
area of the bottom of 24-well culture plates and Sp is the area of the scaffold surface.

The MC3T3-E1 cells were seeded on the sample surfaces in 24-well culture plates with the density of $2 \times 10^4$ cells/well. After culturing for 12 hours, the culture medium was removed, and the samples were washed with PBS solution for three times and fixed with 0.25% glutaraldehyde solution for 30 minutes. Afterward, the fixed cells were progressively dehydrated with a graded series of ethanol solution (10%, 30%, 50%, 70%, 85%, 90% and 100%) for 15 min. Subsequently, the samples with cells were freeze-dried and observed by SEM. All experiments were performed in triplicate.

**Cell proliferation and morphology**

The proliferation of MC3T3-E1 cells was evaluated by MTT assay. The cells were cultured on the sample surfaces with the density of $2 \times 10^4$ cells/sample for 1, 4 and 7 days. At specific time point, the culture medium was replaced with α-MEM (minimum Eagle’s medium) (400 μL) and MTT solution (100 μL; Amresco, Dallas, TX, USA) followed by 4 hours of cultivation. After that, the medium was replaced with 500 μL DMSO (Sigma-Aldrich Co.) for 30 minutes. The OD of formazan was measured by microplate reader (AMR-100; Allsheng Co., Ltd., Zhejiang, China) at the wavelength of 490 nm.

Morphology of cells on the scaffolds was investigated after 4 days of culture. The sterilized samples of GL, 15nDGC and 30nDGC scaffolds (Φ 12 × 2 mm) were placed in a 24-well plate. The cells were seeded on the scaffolds at a density of $2 \times 10^4$ cells/well and incubated for 4 days. Then, the cells/scaffolds were washed three times with PBS, and cells on the scaffold surfaces were fixed with 4% glutaraldehyde for 2 hours. Finally, the cells/scaffolds were stained with fluorescein isothiocyanate (FITC; Beyotime Biotech, Jiangsu, China) and 4′,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole (DAPI; Beyotime Biotech) for 40 and 5 minutes, respectively. The morphology of the cells on the samples was observed by confocal laser scanning microscopy (CLSM, Nikon A1R; Nikon Corporation, Tokyo, Japan). All experiments were performed in triplicate.

**Osteogenesis of scaffolds in vivo**

The animal experiments were performed according to the international standards on experimental animal welfare, and the protocols were reviewed and approved by the animal experiment and care committee of the Ninth People’s Hospital affiliated to Shanghai Jiao Tong University School of Medicine, Shanghai, China. The National Institutes of Health guidelines for the care and use of laboratory animals (NIH publication no 85-23 Rev. 1985) were observed. The nine male New Zealand rabbits (2.2–2.5 kg in weight and 3 months in age) were provided by the Laboratory Animal Research Centre of the Ninth People’s Hospital affiliated to Shanghai Jiao Tong University School of Medicine and randomly divided into three groups. All the surgeries were performed under general anesthesia achieved via intraperitoneal injection of pentobarbital (20 mg/kg) under sterile conditions. The animals were immobilized supinely, and the hind limbs were shaved, washed and disinfected with 10% povidone iodine. The linear incision (1 cm long) was made on the femoral condyle of each rabbit, exposing the bone surface. The periosteum was dissected from the bone surface, and a bone defect (6 mm in diameter and 6 mm in depth) was created with a trephine bur using a slow-speed drill. To avoid tissue damage due to overheating, 0.9% saline was dripped onto the contact point between the bur and bone. Scaffolds (Φ 6 × 6 mm) were carefully placed into the defects, and the soft tissue above the defect was covered by the skin which was closed with surgical sutures. The rabbits were euthanized at different time periods (1, 2 and 3 months) after surgery, and the femoral condyles containing scaffolds were collected.

**Histological analysis**

The fixed femoral condyles containing scaffolds (1, 2 and 3 months) were decalcified in 10% EDTA and then embedded in paraffin. Serial sections with a thickness of 5 μm were cut and mounted on polylysine-coated microscope slides. All sections were stained with hematoxylin and eosin (H&E), and a general assessment of the tissue and wound healing was performed using light microscope (Olympus Corporation, Tokyo, Japan). The percentage of new bone area and material residual of each specimen (new bone area and material residual in scaffold/total scaffold area ×100%) was measured by a semiautomatic image analysis system (Image-Pro Plus; Media Cybernetics, Rockville, MD, USA) from each stained histological section.

**Immunohistochemical analysis**

Monoclonal antibody against human type I collagen antibody was purchased from Sigma-Aldrich Co. Endogenous peroxidase activity was quenched by incubating the tissue sections (1, 2 and 3 months) with 3% H$_2$O$_2$ for 20 min before staining with immunoperoxidase. All sections were blocked by 0.1% bovine serum albumin (BSA) with 10% swine serum. Sections were then incubated with the optimal dilution of primary antibody for type I collagen (1:100) overnight at 4°C.
Afterward, sections were incubated with a biotinylated antibody (Dako Denmark A/S, Glostrup, Denmark) for 15 minutes and then incubated with horseradish peroxidase-conjugated avidin–biotin complex (Dako Denmark A/S) for 15 minutes. Antibody complexes were visualized with the addition of a buffered diaminobenzidine substrate for 4 minutes. The reaction was stopped by immersion and rinsing of sections in PBS. Sections were then lightly counterstained with Mayer’s hematoxylin and Scott’s blue for 40 s each, in between 3 minutes rinse with running water. Subsequently, sections were dehydrated with ascending concentrations of ethanol solutions, cleared with xylene and mounted with a coverslip and DePeX mounting medium (BDH Laboratory Supplies, Poole, UK). Then, the sections were observed under a light microscope. The positive expression ratio of type I collagen was calculated by Image-Pro Plus software (Media Cybernetics, Silver Spring, MD, USA) from each histological section.

Statistical analyses
Data were expressed as mean ± SD for all experiments of at least three independent experiments (n = 3) and were analyzed using one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) with a post hoc test. A p-value of <0.05 was considered statistically significant.

Results
Characterization of nDPB
The SEM micrograph of nDPB is shown in Figure 1A. The nDPB exhibited irregular rod-like particles with the diameter of around 2 μm. The TEM micrograph of nDPB is shown in Figure 1B. The uniform nanoporous channels were found inside the nDPB. Figure 1C shows the EDS of the nDPB and the peaks of Ca, Mg and Si were detected, indicating that the nDPB contained Ca, Mg and Si elements. Figure 1D shows the N\textsubscript{2} adsorption isotherm of nDPB. The type IV curve with an H1 hysteresis loop and a well-defined step at relative pressure (P/P\textsubscript{0}) of 0.2–0.4 for nDPB, which was the typical curve of nanoporous material, were found. The nanopore size of the nDPB was around 2 nm, and pore size distribution of nDPB (insert in Figure 1D) was narrow. In addition, the specific surface area and pore volume of nDPB were 870 m\textsuperscript{2}/g and 0.41 cm\textsuperscript{3}/g, respectively.

![Figure 1 SEM (A) and TEM (B) micrographs of nDPB, EDS (C) of nDPB, and N\textsubscript{2} adsorption–desorption isotherms (D) of nDPB (pore size distribution insert in D). Note: The magnification of (A) is 6.00K, the magnification of (B) is 300.00K. Abbreviations: EDS, energy-dispersive spectrometry; nDPB, nanoporous diopside bioglass; SEM, scanning electron microscopy; TEM, transmission electron microscopy.](https://www.dovepress.com/)
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Characterization of scaffolds

Figure 2A–F exhibits the SEM micrographs of surface morphology of GL, 15nDGC and 30nDGC scaffolds. It shows that the macropore sizes of the scaffolds ranged from 200 to 500 μm. The porosity of the GL, 15nDGC and 30nDGC scaffolds was 63.4% ± 1.4%, 71.5% ± 1.7% and 80.7% ± 1.1%, respectively. The GL exhibited a smooth pore-wall surface, while both 15nDGC and 30nDGC scaffolds showed the rough pore-wall surfaces. Figure 2G–I shows the EDS mapping of GL, 15nDGC and 30nDGC scaffolds, and dots

![SEM micrographs of surface morphology of GL, 15nDGC, and 30nDGC scaffolds.](image)

**Figure 2** SEM micrographs of surface morphology of GL (A, B), 15nDGC (C, D) and 30nDGC (E, F) scaffolds; EDS mapping of GL (G), 15nDGC (H) and 30nDGC (I), and yellow dots represent Si element, indicating the distribution of nDPB particles into GL.

**Note:** The magnification of (A, C and E) is ×50, the magnification of (B, D and F) is ×200, the magnification of (G, H and I) is ×10,000.

**Abbreviations:** EDS, energy-dispersive spectrometry; GL, gliadin; nDPB, nanoporous diopside bioglass; SEM, scanning electron microscopy; 15nDGC, DGC scaffolds with 15 wt% nDPB; 30nDGC, DGC scaffolds with 30 wt% nDPB.
represent Si element (indicating nDPB particles) into GL. It can be seen that the nDPB particles were well distributed into the GL matrix.

Figure 3A exhibits the FTIR spectra of GL, 15nDGC and 30nDGC scaffolds. The characteristic band of GL, at 1,700–1,600 cm$^{-1}$, corresponded to the $-\text{CO-NH-}$ stretching and bending. The peaks at 1,080 and 500 cm$^{-1}$ were found in both 15nDGC and 30nDGC scaffolds, which were attributed to Si–O–Si stretching, indicating the presence of nDPB. Figure 3B shows the weight loss of GL, 15nDGC and 30nDGC scaffolds after immersing in PBS solution for different time periods. The weight loss of GL, 15nDGC and 30nDGC scaffolds increased with time. Moreover, the weight loss of GL, 15nDGC and 30nDGC scaffolds increased with the nDPB content in scaffolds. Figure 3C shows the pH changes of solution after soaking the GL, 15nDGC and 30nDGC scaffolds into PBS for different time periods. The pH of PBS solution containing GL slowly decreased (from 7.4 to 6.70) during the entire 10 days. However, the pH of solution containing 15nDGC (from 7.4 to 7.60) and 30nDGC (from 7.4 to 7.76) scaffolds significantly increased in the first day and then slowly decreased by 6.98 and 7.35 at the 10th day, respectively. Figure 3D shows the changes of Ca, Mg, Si ion concentrations in PBS after soaking 30nDGC scaffolds for different time periods. It could be seen that the concentrations of all ions in solution slowly increased with the increasing immersion time due to the degradation of nDGC.

Cell attachment and growth on scaffolds

Figure 4A reveals the cell attachment ratio of the MC3T3-E1 cultured on GL, 15nDGC and 30nDGC scaffolds for different time periods. Generally, the cell attachment ratio of cells for all samples increased over time. At 6 h, the cell attachment ratio for 30nDGC scaffolds was higher than 15nDGC and GL scaffolds ($p<0.05$). At 12 and 24 hours, the cell attachment
ratio for 30nDGC scaffolds was significantly higher than 15nDGC scaffolds (p<0.05), and 15nDGC scaffolds were remarkably higher than GL scaffolds (p<0.05). The SEM micrographs of MC3T3-E1 cells on the scaffolds at 12 hours are shown in Figure 4B–D. It was found that the cells on 30nDGC scaffolds presented an irregular flat morphology with plenty of prominent filopodia. Moreover, more cells attached on 30nDGC scaffold surface than 15nDGC and GL scaffolds, and more cells attached on 15nDGC scaffolds than GL scaffolds.

The OD values (cell proliferation) of MC3T3-E1 cells cultured on the samples for different time periods are shown in Figure 5. The OD values of cells increased with time for all samples, indicating good cytocompatibility. At day 1, the OD values of cells for 30nDGC scaffolds were higher than 15nDGC and GL scaffolds (p<0.05). At days 4 and 7, The OD values of cells for 30nDGC and 15nDGC scaffolds were obviously higher than GL scaffolds (p<0.05), and 30nDGC scaffolds were higher than 15nDGC scaffolds. The CLSM images of morphology of the MC3T3-E1 cells after being cultured on GL, 15nDGC and 30nDGC scaffolds for 4 days are revealed in Figure 6. A large number of cells were found to attach and grew in all scaffolds, indicating good cytocompatibility. Moreover, the amounts of cells on the scaffolds increased with the nDPB content (30nDGC>15nDGC>GL).

![Graph showing cell attachment ratio](image1)

![SEM images of cells](image2)

**Figure 4** Cell attachment ratio (A) of the MC3T3-E1 cells on the scaffolds for 6, 12 and 24 h (*p<0.05), SEM images of cells: GL (B), 15nDGC (C) and 30nDGC (D) scaffolds for 12 h.

**Note:** The magnification of (B, C and D) is ×250.

**Abbreviations:** GL, gliadin; SEM, scanning electron microscopy.

![Graph showing OD values](image3)

**Figure 5** OD values of the MC3T3-E1 cells on GL, 15nDGC and 30nDGC scaffolds for 1, 4 and 7 days, (*p<0.05).

**Abbreviations:** GL, gliadin; OD, optical density.
indicating that the addition of nDPB into scaffolds promoted the attachment and growth of cells.

In vivo osteogenesis of scaffolds

Histological evaluation

Figure 7 shows the histological sections after the scaffolds implanted in vivo for different time periods. It was found that the new bone tissues in all scaffolds gradually increased with time while the material residual decreased accordingly. Moreover, the NBs in the scaffolds increased with nDPB content in scaffolds, while the material residual decreased accordingly. After implantation for 3 months, more NBs were found in the defects filled with 30nDGC than 15nDGC scaffolds; however, only a few NBs were found in the GL scaffolds (mostly fibrous tissues).

Figure 6 CLSM images of morphology of MC3T3-E1 cells after being cultured on GL, 15nDGC and 30nDGC scaffolds for 4 days.

Abbreviations: CLSM, confocal laser scanning microscopy; DAPI, 4′,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole; FITC, fluorescein isothiocyanate; GL, gliadin.

Figure 7 H&E staining of histological sections of GL (A), 15nDGC (B) and 30nDGC (C) scaffolds implanted into femoral defects for 1, 2 and 3 months.

Abbreviations: GL, gliadin; H&E, hematoxylin and eosin.
Figure 8 shows the quantitative analysis of new bone area and material residual after the scaffolds implanted in vivo for different time periods. It was found that the new bone area gradually increased with time and nDPB content in scaffolds. At 1 month, the percentage of new bone areas for 30nDGC scaffolds was higher than 15nDGC and GL scaffolds. At both 2 and 3 months, the percentage of new bone areas for 30nDGC and 15nDGC scaffolds were obviously higher than GL scaffolds (p<0.05), and 30nDGC scaffolds were obviously higher than 15nDGC scaffolds (p<0.05).

Accordingly, the percentage of material residual for all scaffolds gradually decreased with time and nDPB content in scaffolds. At both 2 and 3 months, the material residual for 30nDGC and 15nDGC scaffolds was obviously lower than GL scaffolds (p<0.05), and 30nDGC scaffolds were obviously lower than 15nDGC scaffolds (p<0.05).

### Immunohistochemical evaluation

To evaluate the osteogenesis of the scaffolds after implantation in vivo for different time periods, the immunohistochemical of type I collagen staining was conducted. As shown in Figure 9, it was found that the area of type I collagen staining (brown color) in the scaffolds increased with implantation time and nDPB content in the scaffolds (GL<15nDGC<30nDGC).

The quantitative analysis of the expression ratio of type I collagen in the scaffolds is shown in Figure 10. At 1 month, the expression ratio of type I collagen for 30nDGC scaffolds was higher than 15nDGC and GL scaffolds. At month 2, the expression ratio of type I collagen for 30nDGC and 15nDGC scaffolds was obviously higher than GL scaffolds (p<0.05). At month 3, the expression ratio of type I collagen for 30nDGC scaffolds was higher than 15nDGC (p<0.05), and 15nDGC was higher than GL (GL<15nDGC<30nDGC).

### Discussion

Scaffolds for bone regeneration require not only biocompatibility, bioactivity and degradability but also appropriate porous characteristics such as pore size, interconnected pores and porosity, which would benefit cell ingrowth and nutrient delivery.20,21 In this study, the macro–nanoporous DGC scaffolds with well-interconnected macroporous structures were fabricated by the incorporation of nDPB into GL matrix. The DGC scaffolds possessed not only macropores ranging from 200 to 500 μm (resulting from NaCl particles) but also nanopores with the size of around 4 nm (resulting from nDPB).

Both 30nDGC and 15nDGC scaffolds containing nDPB showed the rough pore-wall surfaces due to the presence of nDPB on the scaffold surfaces, while the GL scaffolds without nDPB exhibited a smooth pore-wall surface. The porosity of GL scaffolds was 63.4%, while the porosity of 15nDGC and 30nDGC scaffolds was 71.5% and 80.7%, respectively. The increase in porosity of the DGC scaffolds was due to the presence of nDPB with nanoporosity, and the nanoporosity of 15nDGC and 30nDGC scaffolds was 8.1% and 17.3%, respectively. The results indicated that the DGC scaffolds contained not only macroporosity but also nanoporosity. It can be suggested that the macroporosity of the scaffolds...
could offer sufficient porosity for new bone tissue ingrowth, while the nanoporosity and rough pore-wall surfaces of the DGC scaffolds might have some effects on behaviors and functions of osteoblasts.

Biodegradable scaffolds can provide the initial structure for inducing new bone tissue formation, degrading into new bone tissue forms, providing room for matrix deposition and new bone tissue ingrowth. In this study, it was found that the weight loss of the scaffolds in PBS solution gradually increased with the increase in soaking time, indicating that the scaffolds could be degradable. Moreover, the degradability of the scaffolds increased with the nDPB content (30nDGC > 15nDGC > GL), indicating that the incorporation of nDPB into GL matrix obviously improved the degradability of the scaffolds. It could also be suggested that the degradation of DGC scaffolds contained the degradation of both nDPB and GL, and the degradability of the nDPB (dissolution of nDPB released Ca, Si and Mg ions into solution) was faster than GL (dissolution of GL released amino acids) due to the presence of nanoporosity in nDPB with huge surface area and high pore volume. The first degradation of nDPB in the scaffolds increased the porosity/pore sizes of the DGC scaffolds (enlarging the surface area of the scaffolds), which would promote the degradability of GL. Therefore, the degradability of the scaffolds increased with the increase in nDPB content.

The by-products of GL degradation were amino acids, leading to acidic microenvironment, which might be prone to aseptic inflammation in the body. In this study, the
of the solution for GL decreased slowly from 7.4 to 6.70 during the whole immersion period, indicating that the degradation of GL produced acidic products. As for 15nDGC and 30nDGC scaffolds, the pH increased from 7.4 to 7.60 and 7.76 respectively to 15nDGC and 30nDGC in the first 1 day and then showed a slow decrease and stabilized around 6.98 and 7.35 in the following 10 days. The results showed that the degradation of nDPB produced alkaline products, which neutralized the acidic by-products of GL degradation, and the degradation of 30nDGC in solution formed a weak alkaline environment (pH ~ 7.4) similar to biological environment. Therefore, it can be suggested that the 30nDGC scaffolds might be considered as an advantage to avoid possible inflammatory response caused by acidic products of GL degradation, which may be very useful for cell growth/bone formation in vivo.

The initial cell adhesion to the scaffold surface is usually responsible for the ensuing cell spreading and growth on the scaffolds, which is closely correlated with the amounts of new bone formation. In this study, the results showed that the adhesion and growth of MC3T3-E1 cells on the DGC scaffolds significantly increased with the increase in nDPB content, and the 30nDGC scaffolds exhibited the highest cell adhesion among these scaffolds. A large number of cells attached and grew into the 30nDGC scaffolds, indicating excellent cytocompatibility. Therefore, it can be suggested that the incorporation of nDPB with good bioactivity into GL obviously promoted the adhesion and growth of the cells on DGC scaffolds (30nDGC > 15nDGC > GL). Moreover, the improvement in cell adhesion on 30nDGC scaffolds (containing the highest nDPB content) might be attributed to its rough pore-wall surfaces compared with GL scaffolds with smooth pore-wall surfaces.

Cell proliferation on the biomaterial surface is the second stage of bone remodeling process after cell adhesion, which determines the following cell differentiation and bone formation. In this study, the results demonstrated that the 30nDGC scaffolds significantly stimulated the proliferation of the cells compared with 15nDGC and GL scaffolds, indicating that the nDPB content in the scaffolds played a key role in promoting cell proliferation. Previous studies have revealed that the suitable concentrations of Ca, Mg and Si ions release from bioglasses/ceramics (such as diopside) could stimulate the proliferation and differentiation of osteoblasts and bone marrow mesenchymal stem cells. In this study, Ca, Mg and Si ions were found to release from the DGC scaffolds. Therefore, it could be suggested that the enhancement of cell proliferation might be attributed to the release of these ions with suitable concentrations (no negative effects on cell growth) due to the degradation of DGC scaffolds, which depended on the nDPB content (30nDGC > 15nDGC).

To further evaluate the in vivo osteogenesis, the DGC scaffolds were implanted into the femoral condyles of rabbits. From histological sections after the scaffolds implanted in vivo for different time periods, the results indicated that the newly formed bone tissues in the scaffolds increased with the increase in nDPB content and time. At 3 months after implantation, most of the 30nDGC scaffolds had disappeared (degradation) and the new bone tissues filled most parts of the bone defects. However, although most of the GL scaffolds had disappeared (degradation), the bone defects were filled mostly with fibrous tissues (a few new bone tissues). It can be suggested that compared with GL scaffolds without nDPB, a prominent ingrowth of new bone tissue into 30nDGC scaffolds was achieved due to its relatively high bioactivity (containing nDPB), indicating excellent osteogenesis in vivo.

From the quantitative analysis of new bone area and material residual ratio, the results also indicated that the new bone area gradually increased with the increase in nDPB content, in which the 30nDGC scaffolds possessed the highest percentage of new bone area, indicating that the 30nDGC scaffolds containing the highest nDPB content significantly promoted new bone formation compared with GL. Accordingly, the material residual ratio for the scaffolds gradually decreased with time, in which the 30nDGC scaffolds exhibited the fastest degradability in vivo, indicating that the incorporation of nDPB with nanoporosity into the scaffolds improved the degradability. It is known that the degradation of a biomaterial in vitro can be considered as its dissolution, while the degradation in vivo was affected by both dissolution and cell-mediated degradation. In this study, the results showed that the degradation of the 30nDGC scaffolds in vivo was faster than in vitro. Therefore, the degradation of the 30nDGC scaffolds occurred both chemically (dissolution of both nDPB and GL) and biologically (osteoclast-mediated degradation) in vivo. The first degradation of 30nDGC scaffolds would increase the porosity/pore sizes of the DGC scaffolds, which significantly promoted new bone formation and ingrowth into the scaffolds. Furthermore, the degradation of nDPB released Ca, Si and Mg ions and degradation of GL released amino acids, which would be useful to form new bone in vivo.

Type I collagen is the major component of extracellular matrix, which is secreted by osteoblasts at the early stage, and the osteoid matrix deposition is the initial indicator of new bone
formation. In this study, the results of immunohistochemical evaluation of type I collagen expression in the scaffolds by staining and quantitative analysis showed that 30nDGC scaffolds exhibited the highest expression of type I collagen, while the lowest expression was for GL scaffolds, indicating that the 30nDGC scaffolds obviously promoted osteogenesis compared with GL. Therefore, it can be suggested that the nDPB in the scaffolds played key roles for osteoid matrix deposition and new bone formation.

Studies have reported that the osteogenesis of the bioactive scaffolds in vivo is strongly affected by its characteristics, including chemical composition, degradability, bioactivity and pore features (eg, porosity, pore size and pore connectivity). In this study, the macro–nanoporous 30nDGC scaffolds containing nDPB had well interconnected macropores of around 300 μm but also nanopores of 4 nm. The content of nDPB in the scaffolds had obviously influences on the bioperformances of the DGC scaffolds, including not only the bioactivity and degradability but also the behaviors and functions of cells and new bone formation ability. In addition, the macroporosity of the 30nDGC scaffolds could offer sufficient porosity for bone tissue growth, while the nanoporosity regulated the osteoblast responses (eg, adhesion and growth). Therefore, the 30nDGC scaffolds with macro–nanoporous structure might be favorable for anchoring and extending cell pseudopods, thus significantly improving cell adhesion, growth and enhanced osteogenesis in vivo. In short, the 30nDGC scaffolds with enhanced bioproperties exhibited the highest new bone formation ability, which has great potential for application in bone tissue engineering.

Conclusion

The DGC scaffolds with macro–nanoporous structures were prepared by the addition of nDPB into GL matrix. The results indicated that the DGC scaffolds containing nDPB possessed not only macroporosity but also nanoporosity. In addition, the porosity and degradability of the DGC scaffolds were remarkably increased with the increase in nDPB content. Moreover, compared with GL scaffolds, the attachment and growth of MC3T3-E1 cells on the DGC scaffolds were obviously promoted, which depended on nDPB content. Furthermore, the results of in vivo evaluation indicated that the DGC scaffolds containing nDPB significantly promoted new bone formation accompanying the scaffolds gradual degradation in vivo. The results demonstrated that the addition of nDPB into GL significantly improved the biological performances (biocompatibility, degradability and osteogenesis) of the DGC scaffolds, and the 30nDGC scaffolds have great potential for applications in bone regeneration.
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